BEWARE
OF DOGS
Be AWARE of dog's needs
to help them be calm and
happy.
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the whole notion that dogs want to be "alpha" or
"dominant" came about through a flawed study of
some captive wolves, who were put together in a "big
brother" style setting.
After much deliberation, it was decided that wolves in
the wild lived completely different lives than those
forced into captivity with limited food and space.
It was also decided that (believe it or not) dogs are
not wolves. they have evolved into a separate species
over thousands of years.
Studying wolves to learn dog behaviour is akin to
studying chimps to learn about humans.
Plus, humans are not wolves. Or Dogs. And our dogs
know it.
so your dog is perfectly fine to walk through a door
first, to sit on the sofa, to eat first, or any of those
other strange things that people who were taught to
be "alpha" thought they had to stop their dog from
doing.
It is not fine to perform "alpha rolls" or bite their
ears or any of the other abusive nonsense ..ctd

...That people have been taught through the years.
We now know that dogs live in families, not
"packs", and that mentality can actually cause
issues rather than solve them.
As a double-edged sword, it also stresses out
humans, thinking they have to do things to their dog,
so they can be "alpha" when these things do not feel
right or good.
Training with rewards and games, like our fun not
fear® methods, are far more kind, fun and effective
- and will teach your dog how to behave
appropriately while growing their relationship with
you far more healthily than all the
alpha/dominance nonsense.
So do both of you a favour - chuck the alpha stuff
in the bin and start having fun instead.

let
them
sniff
So often, dogs are taken for walks which are not
much fun for them.
Humans mainly experience the world through our
senses of sight and sound. For dogs, it is their amazing
scenting capabilities.
Depriving them of the chance to sniff deprives them of
experiencing the world the way they are meant to.
Sniffing lowers their heart rate and their stress level,
promoting better physical and mental health.
When they want to stop and sniff at things, we should
encourage them.
This is how they find out what is going on in their
world.
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Dogs evolved over thousands of years by foraging
around near human camps and villages.
They are designed by nature to be prolific
scavengers and hunters, and finding their own food
fulfils a primal need within them.
Many dogs who are picky eaters from a bowl will
happily forage around finding food instead.
Simple games like scattering their food in the
garden or under bushes will help them use their
noses - and have all the benefits that brings them and also help them to learn calm behaviour while
rummaging around looking for food.

All creatures need somewhere they can rest and
relax, and our dogs are no different.
Whether your dog has an open door crate, a basket, a
chair, or any other kind of bed, they should expect to
be comfortable, safe, and undisturbed when they are
on their bed.
Children should not be allowed to climb in dogs beds.
A dog can use his bed to say "no" and have agency in
his care... For example, if he climbs into his bed when
you produce grooming equipment, it is his way of
seeking a space where he will not have to experience
the grooming.

A calm
space
of
their
own.

If you are going to take a dog into your home, and
expect them to navigate their way successfully in a
human world, then you owe it to them to help them to
understand the world around them.
Dogs need kind and gentle care and teaching.
We never use aversive training equipment such as shocks,
prongs, rattle cans, sprays, violence or shouting, or
anything that makes our dog feel sad or afraid.
teaching kindly using rewards and games is the most
effective way.
there is nothing that can be taught with fear, that can't
be taught with fun, apart from fear itself.

Teach
using
kind
methods
only.

Decent food and a
supply of clean
water

As with all living creatures, dogs need food and water
to stay alive.
But feeding rubbish food and dirty water can make them
very sick, cause long term physical and behaviour issues
- and is not much fun for them to eat.
Feed fresh where you can - if a raw or homecooked diet
is not an option, add variety to their kibble by adding
fresh meat and veg to their meal when you can.

Appropriate
physical
and mental
exercise.

Dogs do need, every day, physical and mental exercise.
This does not always need to be in the form of a walk.
Some dogs do not enjoy walks, and you can seek 121
behaviour advice from fun not fear® dog care school if
this is an issue.
Alternative exercise can be in dog sports, scentwork,
enrichment, training and games in the garden.
Anything your dog enjoys counts! (avoid ball slingers
too often as they can cause strains and injuries.)

Just like us, dogs get scared of things.
Contrary to popular belief, it is a very good idea to
comfort your dog if they are scared. Do not go
overboard. Give them a safe place to hide, or allow them
to sit with you. Stroke them gently and soothe them with
your voice.
Natural remedies such as valerian sprays can help, as can
thundershirts.
If your dog is often fearful please do get in touch with
Fun Not Fear® Dog Care School as there may be some
underlying issues that we can help your dog with.

Do
Comfort
when
scared Be there
for them.
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It is not spoiling your dog if you allow them choices.
Your dog has likes and dislikes, just like you do.
If they dislike other dogs, is it really necessary to make
them meet other dogs?
If they enjoy quieter walks, do they really need to go to
the town centre?
If they are not a fan of strangers - why let a stranger pet
them?
You can find out their favourite treats or toys simply by
giving them choices and offering a selection - which do they
choose?
A dog with agency and choices is a happier, more secure dog.

Always seek help for your dog if behaviour is becoming a
problem.
Always seek Veterinary help if there may be a health issue.

No dog is a robot. They all have feelings and
emotions and sometimes need a Vet, trainer or
behaviourist to help their human understand what
their behaviour is communicating.
There is no such thing as a "bad dog", but there are many
misunderstood dogs, some living in a constant state of
anxiety or pain, some who end up in rescues or worse,
because their humans couldn't understand what their dogs
were trying to tell them.
Never be afraid to reach out if your dog needs you to, you
will always be received with kindness at
Fun Not Fear® Dog Care School.

Get help
when you need
it!
www.lockesdogs.co.uk

